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INTRODUCTION

HISPEED PROJECT IN THAILAND DELIVERED

The football world cup has

Less than two years ago, our colleagues have met the

just started. We look forward

people from L. Lighting Glass at Glasstec 2012 to discuss

for a hot and exciting time –

a project. Often, it takes ages before it really starts-off.

of course with a responsible

Not this time. Already in January, two 12 section triple-

consumption of cool drinks in

gob IS-machines went under production for an amber

glass bottles. Apart from this

furnace. In may, another 12 section triple-gob machine

event, we are already

was added in flint, all in NNPB of course.

preparing the Glasstec show
in Duesseldorf. Be curious –
we are going to present a
bunch of interesting
innovations!

Remarkable to point out: We did not have any container
glass experience, saying Khun Yanattha and Khun
Lerdchai from Lighting Glass. So what was the reason for
the success? It was the decision of Lighting Glass to book
the full training and assistance package from Heye. From

Yours,

top-management to warehouse-staff, everybody was

Dirk Pörtner

trained by the Heye Glass People. Most important: The
team-spirit in the common project groups. We express our
thanks to Lighting Glass for this exceptional co-operation.

Message in a Bottle - ARE

DIFFERENT WEIGHTS FROM SAME FEEDER

YOU A FRIEND OF

Heye Assortment Production sets market standard

GLASS? The answer to this

Sampling and the production of short job runs have

question will be probably yes.

always been an issue for the plant performance.

But do you know the latest

Downtimes are costly and the production efficiency

information from FEVE’s

suffers.

friends of glass campaign?
Watch the new video to
discover and find out more
about European customer’s
top three daily worries.

The Heye solution has now been sold several dozen
times. No gob is wasted, setting the Heye solution apart
from others. A combination with the NNPB-process is also
possible. The Heye Servo Plunger and the Dual Motor
Shears are a prerequisite. Both units can easily be

Of course you remember five

adapted to many IS-Machine types. The Heye Simotion

clear reasons to choose

Servo Control serves as a reliable platform. See movie

glass?
See also the animated
cartoon on recycling. Please
share this with all your
friends!

MAXIMIZE PLANT PERFORMANCE – REDUCE DOWNTIMES
Modernization with Heye upgrade kits
State-of-the-art glass plants must
constantly fulfill higher requirements. An
easy way to keep pace with the rising
efficiency pressure is to modernize the
equipment. Often, mechanical parts are
still in a good condition, whereas the
electronics are out-of-date. Long
downtimes are the consequence, as
spare parts are no longer available.
The solution: Heye Simotion
Servodrive. The package comes with servo motor, servo inverter, cabels and control panel,
depending on the specific mechanism. The solution can be adapted e.g. to the Heye Servo
Plunger, the Dual Motor Shears, the Gob Distributor, Ware Transfer or Lehr Loader. Do not
waste time! Benefit from a flexible, reliable solution to maximize your plant productivity!
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